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ABSTRACT

CONTENTS

IHPROVING GRAIN STOCKS ESTIHATE~; FRm·1 THE JUNE ENUMERATIVE
SURVEY. By Jack Nealon; Statistical Research Division;
Statistical Reporting Service; 11.S. Department of Agriculture;
Washington, D.C. 20250; March, 1982. SRS Staff Report No.
AGES82n309.

An dlternative data imputation m._thod and four weighted
estimators were evaluated for obtaining grain stocks estimates
from the June Enumerative Survev. The alternative imputation
method is recommended over the operational imputation method.
\.Jeightedestimators using total land or cropland as the weight
produced large gains in precision over the operational
estimator. Therefore, either of these weighted estimators
would he beneficial to the estil'l;-ltionof grain stocks.
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weighted estimators.
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SUMMARY The refined imputation method is recommended over the zero
imputation method to impute for missing production and stocks
data. The refined method classifies each nonrespondent into
one of three categories and then imputes a mean value from the
same stratum and replicate depending upon the category. The
zero method imputes zeroes for the missing entries. The ratio
estimates of stocks to production were generally similar for
the two methods in the three states tested. However. only the
refined method has the potential of supplying useful stocks
estimates at a multi-state level.

Ratio estimates of grain stocks to production from the June
Enumerative Survey (JES) were approximately twice as precise
when weighted estimators based on total land or cropland were
used rather than the operational open estimator. Therefore.
either of these two weighted estimators would be advantageous
to the estimation of grain stocks. However. neither weighted
estimator will be recommended until additional. detailed
research is completed on these two weights during the 1982 JES.

Weighted estimates based on the number of grain bins or total
grain bin capacity were not as precise as the weighted
estimates using total land or cropland. Therefore, these
weighted estimators are not recommended.
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INTRODUCTION

CURRENT ESTIMATION
PROCEDURE

Improving Grain Stocks Estimates
from the June Enumerative Survey

Jack Nealon

The Statistical Reporting Service (SRS) publishes quarterly
estimates of on-farm grain stocks. The data used to generate
these estimates are primarily obtained from nonprobability
mail surveys. For the June grain stocks report, area frame
estimates of stocks and the ratio of stocks to production are
available for selected crops in fClurteen states from the JES
in addition to the quarterly mail survey. Twelve of the
fourteen states are from the North Central Region of the
country.

The area frame estimates have not necome an integral part of
the grain stocks estimation process for three reasons. First
of all, the estimates are often imprecise at the state level.
Secondly, high nonresponse rates in many states result in a
considecable amount of missing data for production and stocks.
Finally, the operational method r.Isedto impute for missing
data has never been thoroughly evaluated.

Research was conducted in Minnesota, North Carolina and Ohio
during the 1981 JES to address the problem of imprecise
estimates and to evaluate the operational imputation technique.
The issue of decreasing the am0U11t of nonresponse was not part
of this study.

The Survey Research Section dec idl,d to evaluate four weighted
estimators that could potentially yield large increases in
precision over the present JES estimator. In addition, a
computer imputation method called the refined method, which
is more appealing than the current imputation method, was
explored. Analyses concentrated on the ratio estimates of
stocks to production rather than the stocks estimates since
the ratio estimates are of major interest to the commodity
statisticians in SRS.

The open estimator, which is also referred to as the farm
expansion, is presently used by SRS to provide estimates of
stocks and ratios of stocks to production from the JES. This
estimator requires the enumerator to obtain production and
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RESEARCH ESTIMATION
PROCEDURE

stocks information for the entire farm from each farm
operation with headquarters in the sampled segments.

When confronted with missing data, the current imputation
method requires the survey statistician to perform one of the
following two actions:

(1) If data for either production or stocks is missing
for a commodity (but not both), the statistician
must enter a number for the missing item,

(2) If both production and stocks data are missing for a
crop, the entries are left blank.

An objective procedure is recommended in the editing instruc-
tions to the survey statisticians on how to impute a number
when only one entry is missing for a crop. \~en both entries
are missing, the statistician is in effect imputing zeroes for
production and stocks since a blank entry is synonymous with a
zero entry. Zero imputations will bias the stocks estimates
downward if any of the nonrespondents actually have stocks.
However, the effect of imputing zeroes on the estimate of
major interest -- the ratio of stocks to production -- may not
be serious.

Imputation of zeroes is used more by the survey statistician
than the objective procedure since both entries are generally
missing rather than just one of the entries. This assertion
is supported by data collected during the lq79 JES in the
North Central states. The 1979 JES data showed that both
entries were missing for one or more of the crops in 11.1
percent of the operations while only one entry was missing for
2.8 percent of the operations.

The results from four weighted estimators will be compared
with the open estimator. Data collection expenses are slightly
higher with a weighted estimator because production and stocks
data are obtained from all farm operations with land in the
sampled segments rather than only farm operations with head-
quarters in the segments. Therefore, if only a modest
improvement in precision is realized with a weighted estimator,
this gain is probably nullified by the increase in data
collection costs and respondent burden. However, a weighted
estimator would be an improvement if there are large gains in
precision and the weight does not introduce an unknown bias
into the estimate.

Tract and entire farm data were
order to evaluate the merits of
weights were: (1) total land,

collected on four weights
weighted estimators. The
(2) total cropland,

in
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(3) number of permanent grain h i n~~, and
capacltv of these grain bins.

(4) the total

The _~(~~l:ll-_land weight was evallla t ed because this weight is
presently used to provide weighted estimates of hog and cattle
im't'l1t l'ries and the number 0 f farms in numerous states. The
croJ1Lmd weight was tested hecause it is currently being con-
sidered as a replacement for the total land weight. Concerns
have 11E'enraised about the qual itv of the cropland weight from
the 1 q81 JES in Minnesota, North r~arol ina and Ohio. (1)
Then'! lre, caution should be cxc'rc i sed when evaluating the
estimiltes based on this wei?ht. Finally, the bin and bin
cal:"ilCity weights were investigated to determine their useful-
ness for estimating the ratio of stocks to production.

COml'iU-i sons of the imputation met hods will focus solely on
situa! ions where both production and stocks data were missing.
The computer imputation method heing explored will be referred
to iiS the refined method. The C1perational imputation method
wi 11 h( called the zero method :, j ncL' zeroes are entered for--- -------.-
tIlt' mi ~sing entries.

TI1<'r<'fined method is p<'lttcrned :Jftcr the imputation method
reC"j'lIll nded for livestock surv,'v:- )y the Survey Research
Sect j"f. (:1) The mechanics of the refined method are:

(I) A nonrespondent is classified as a positive, zero or
unknown nonrespondent fl)r each production and stocks
entry that is missin~ for an operation. Positive
nonrespondents are OjWY:ltors who have the item, e.g.
corn stocks, but refu,'-:(',J to say how much they have.
Zero nonrespondents ar( operators who do not have
the item. Finally, IInkncl\m nonrespondents are
operators who mayor r'lilV not have the item.

r:) If the operator was rlilssified as a positive non-
respondent, the averag( value based on respondents
who have the item (p()~d t ive respondents) from the
same stratum and replic,lte was imputed. A value of
zero was entered for zpro nonrespondents, and the
average value based on all respondents (positive and
zero) from the same st Lltum and replicate ,,,as imputed
for unknown nonrespondl'nts. The imputations were
applied to each replicate independently within a
stratum so that unhiilc:!~cl variance estimates for pro-
duction and stocks Wlltl cl he available. CD The
formulas for the refirwd method are given in Appendix
A.
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COMPARISON OF
IMPUTATION METHODS

The classification process for each nonrespondent was based on
the responses to two introductory questions asked prior to
the questions on production and stocks data. These questions
simply asked if each crop was produced the previous year and
if each crop was being stored at the time of the interview.
The introductory questions (questions 1 and 2) are shown in
Appendix B. The refined method can distinguish between valid
zeroes and missing data for production and stocks because of
the introductory questions. The operational procedure does not
have this benefit.

The survey statistician was instructed to enter an estimate if
either production or stocks was missing for a crop. If both
production and stocks were missing the data cells were to be
coded with minus ones to signify nonresponses for research
purposes. The JES summary system then converted the minus
ones to zeroes so that the estimates were based on the zero
imputation method.

The survey statistician entered a minus one rather than an
estimate in many instances when only one of the entries was
missing. These instances were converted to missing for both
production and stocks since it was not feasible to guess the
value that would have been entered. Overall this decision
resulted in a 31 percent increase -- 2284 rather than 1744 --
in the instances classified as missing for both entries. This
situation can be avoided in the future if an edit check is-- -- -- -- ---- -- -- --- --- --incorporated in the Generalized Edit program to insure that ~
single entry cannot be missing.

The percentage of times production and stocks data were missing
or converted to be both missing is shown in Table 1 for each
crop. Missing data occurred frequently in Minnesota and Ohio
and at a higher rate for corn and soybeans than the small
grains.

As mentioned previously, the stocks estimates from the zero
method are biased downward if any nonrespondents have stocks.
Due to the high rates of missing data in Minnesota and Ohio,
the biases may be large in these states. However, bias in the
ratio of stocks to production may very well not be large. On
the other hand, bias in the stocks estimates from the refined
method should not be nearly as severe since mean values are
imputed for missing entries rather than zeroes. One would
anticipate that the ratio estimates from the refined method
would be preferred to the zero method since mean values rather
than zeroes are imputed for production and stocks. For these
reasons the refined method is intuitively a more appealing
approach. The ratio and stocks estimates from the three
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Table l--Percentage or Urnes production and c;tO('~~": '"pre' .nis'ling or converted
to be both Dis~jng for each crop.

Number T Corn [ SOYbea~~~J~il~;~~a~T Oats \~ Barley
State of Farm !

Operations :y,-------
Minn. 1368 21. 3 19.8 UL 3 1Q.2 16.3
N.C. 1511 4.0 3.R 'Ll 2.1 2.1
Ohio 1202 17.6 16.3 I ~ ') 9.] 4.8. J •••

------------ -----

Three
States 4081 13.8 12.9 11.8 9.9 7.7
Combined

" -.-'-- ._---_._----~-

st'llc>s cumbineu Here compar,'d \,1" ',:een the refined and zero
met hor! '; to determinE:' if the r. r; ;;( j method is a worthy
al tern,} tive.

The relative differences betweec) lhe ratio estimates from the
zerlJ O1'1u refined methods are :dl'Y.m. in Table 2 for the three
state:,; combined. Surprisin,;l\', the relative differences were
generally not large despite tho ',mtrasting imputation methods.
The differences were ah.rays less l han >3 percent for the open
estimator, which was based)n 1 ~:~ farm operations. The
differences were generally l{s~ i Ilan 6 percent for the weighted
estimators, which were base'\ Il!lJlJRl farm operations . Overall,
the relative differences \vere !i'" consistently positive or
nefative.

Table 2--The relative difference between the ratio estimates from the two impu-
tation methccls for each estimator \-Jhl": I h' three states are combined.

Relative Oirrerence-C~~~!l==~---S-o-y-h-e-a-n-s--_-_-L-.-__-lF,~~ill 1

"'\

Relative Difference =

2.R

(%)
Oats

'3. R
4.5

-15.5
-14.4

Barley

2.3

] . 6
2.5

-1. 3
-0.9

:' .6

.I!).l

- :'. n
- ,'."7- ------~_._. __ .

(Zero-.l\.E~lJ~':lD.* 100
Ref inl'"

-6.1
-6.0
-5.1
-5.6

-1.4

\.1
'J. 4

... 11. "

Estimator

Open
Weighted by:

Total Land
Cropland
Bins
Bin Ca acit
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Table 3--The relative difference between the stocks estimates from
the two imputation methods for each estimator when the three
states are combined.

Estimator Relative Difference (%)
Corn I Soybeans I Wheat I Oats I Barley

Open -22.0 -24.5 -29.2 -19.2 -12.6
Weighted by:

Total Land -36.9 -37.7 -46.7 -26.4 -33.7
Cropland -37.1 -38.6 -47.3 -26.8 -34.2
Bins -36.7 -38.0 -41.8 -27.7 -37.2
Bin Capacity -36.4 -38.5 -43.7 -27.4 -37.2

Shown in Table 3 are the relative differences between the
stocks estimates from the two methods. The estimates from the
zero method are always much below the refined method. An
unknown part of this difference resulted from the survey
statisticians not imputing a value when only stocks was missin&
Analysis showed that the author's decision to convert cases to
missing had a negligible effect on the stocks estimates from
the two methods. For example, if the cases had not been
converted, the relative differences between the stocks
estimates shown in Table 3 for the estimator weighted by total
land would have been unchanged for wheat and barley, -35.1 for
corn, -36.6 for soybeans and -25.8 for oats. Therefore,
regardless of the conversions the two imputation methods
generated dissimilar stocks estimates.

To illustrate this fact the stocks estimates for the weighted
estimator based on total land are presented in Table 4 for
crops with a relative error less than 10 percent at the three
state level. Also shown are the 99 percent confidence inter-
vals for these estimates and the Crop Reporting Board's
official estimates. The weighted estimator using total land
was selected for this comparison because this estimator
generally provided the smallest relative errors.

The stocks estimates from the zero method were much lower than
the official estimates. The 99 percent confidence intervals
did not even include the official estimates. The stocks
estimates from the refined method were much closer to the
official estimates for soybeans and oats and a little closer
for corn. The 99 percent confidence intervals encompassed
the official soybean and oats estimates but not the corn
estimate. Although the stocks estimates from the refined
method may not have much application at the state level, these
estimates should be useful at a multi-state level such as the
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Table 4--Stocks estimates using the total land weighted estimator and each
imputation method for crops with relative errors less than 10
percent at the three state level.

Refined Method
Stocks 99% Confidence

Est. Interval

Official Zero Method
Crop Board Stocks

I
99% Confidence

Estimate Est. Interval
(One Mill ion

Corn 360 273 (233, 313)
Soybeans 81 45 ( 38, 53)
Oats 33 20 ( 16, 25)

Bushels)
433

73
28

(369,
( 62,
( 22,

4q7)
84)
34)

COMPARISON OF
ESTIMATORS

North Central Region for some of the crops. The usefulness of
the stocks estimates will depend upon the precision of the
estimates and the amount of imputing.

In summary, the refined method i~ preferred over the zero
method. Despite the dissimilarity in the imputation methods,
the ratio estimates were generally similar. To the contrary,
the stocKS estimates were much different for the two methods.
The refined method has the potential of providing useful stocks
estimates at a multi-state level. This is not feasible with
the zero method.

The survey statistician entered an estimate for total land and
cropland whenever the tract and/or entire farm data were
missing. On the other hand, data \,ere not entered for missing
bin and bin capacity entries since these imputation would have
been very subjective. Therefore, the bin and bin capacity
weights can be missing. Unlike the total land weight, the
weights based on cropland, number of bins and bin capacity
can be undefined. For example, if an operator has no cropland
acres on the entire farm, the cropland weight is undefined.
Whenever a weight was missing or undefined, the value of the
total land weight was substituted so that the cropland, bin
and bin capacity weighted estimates could be computed.

The ratio estimates of stocks to production from the open and
four weighted estimators were compared when the refined
imputation method was used. Results using the zero method
were similar so will not be presented. The formulas for the
five estimators are described in Appendix C.
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Table 5 gives the ratio estimates and relative errors for each
crop and estimator. The relative error is the standard error
of the estimate divided by the estimate. The ratio estimates
and relative errors are presented in percentage terms.
Figure 1 pictorially summarizes the results concerning the
relative errors. Shown in this figure is the average relative
error for each estimator based on all the relative errors in
Table 5.

The bin and bin capacity weighted estimators were only slightly
more precise than the open estimator overall. However, the
weighted estimators based on total land and cropland showed
large gains in precision over the open estimator. When the
barley estimates in Ohio were excluded from the comparison,
the total land and cropland weighted estimators were more than
twice as precise as the open estimator. Pairwise paired

Table 5--The ratio of stocks to production and the relative error (R.E.) of this
ratio for each crop and estimator in each state and the three states
combined when the refined imputation method is used.

Corn Soybeans Wheat Oats Barley
State Estimator Ratio I R.E. Ratio I R.E. Ra tioT R.E . RatioT R.E. Ratio I R.E.

% % % % %

Minn. Open 46.9 9.3 24.7 14.8 56.5 31.0 25.9 12.5 13.9 5R.6
Weighted by:

Total Land 43.3 5.4 30.0 7.9 44.8 12.0 26.6 5.9 36.4 26.4
Cropland 43.3 5.3 30.3 8.0 44.7 11. 9 26.6 5.9 35.0 26.4
Bins 45.5 6.5 29.5 8.8 44.4 15.0 25.8 8.8 25.8 36.1
Bin Capacity 45.1 6.2 29.1 9.2 43.2 15.5 25.3 9.2 27.1 35.5

N.C. Open 11.5 31.5 17.7 29.4 0.5 98.3 16.0 50.2 1.4 113.6
Weighted by:

Total Land 7.6 22.5 9.4 17.9 0.2 47.1 5.6 31. 9 4.0 42.4
Cropland 8.3 25.0 8.7 19.1 0.2 42.5 5.7 34.7 6.1 39.8
Bins 6.6 45.1 10.6 27 .5 0.1 88.8 2.2 90.4 1.5 103.3
Bin Capacity 7.1 42.7 10.8 31.1 0.1 88.3 2.2 90.5 1.8 95.5

Ohio Open 27.1 12.3 18.1 27.5 1.1 79.3 16.9 15.7 11.9 82.5
Weighted by:

Total Land 19.2 7.6 15.5 11.9 1.4 32.4 14.2 14.3 1.1 135.9
Cropland 19.3 7.9 15.5 12.0 1.3 35.1 13 .8 15.9 1.0 136.7
Bins 22.7 16.6 15.3 14.9 1.5 39.3 14.1 17 .1 5.0 116.7
Bin Capacity 22.8 16.1 15.6 16.0 1.7 31. 9 14.0 17.8 1.3 134.9

Three Open 35.2 8.1 21.3 13.2 42.1 35.2 24.6 11. 3 12.9 57.4
States Weighted by:
Com- Total Land 29.8 4.8 21. 2 6.0 27.6 11. 6 24.3 5.5 34.5 26.1
bined Cropland 30.2 4.8 21.5 6.1 27.7 11.6 24.2 5.6 33.6 26.1

Bins 32.2 7.1 21.4 7.2 30.0 14.7 23.4 8.4 23.9 35.8
Bin Capacity 32.0 6.9 21. 3 7.6 29.4 14.5 22.9 R.8 25.0 35.3
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Ave.
R.E.
(%)

Figure I--The average relative error across eacl. state and crop
for each estimator.

40

20

3Q.6 23.8 24. () 35.4 35.7

----- --- --
Opt'n Total Crop lil1le! Bin Bin

Land Weighted Weighted Capacity
Weight.ed Weighted

t-tests were calculated using the relative errors from each
state and crop to determine if the relative errors were
significantly different between estimators. The results were:

ThE' relative errors for the total land and cropland
weighted estimators were not significantly different
from one another. but were '~if;nificantly smaller than
t'H' other three est imators.

The ratio estimates using the tot~] land or cropland weighted
estimator had high relative error~ for all crops in North
Carolina. for barley in each statE' and for wheat in Ohio.
SorghuDl grain estimates were not j ncl uded in Table 5 because
only a handful of operators in tilt'three states produced or
stored this crop. The high relative errors for certain crops
were mainly the result of stocks !-leinga rare item. This fact
is ill'lstrated in Table 6 which gives the percentage of
responding farm operation in each state that did not have any
stocks for each crop. The percentages were generally very
high.
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Table 6--The percentage of responding farm operations that had no
stocks for each crop and state.

State

Minn.
N.C.
Ohio

Three
States
Combined

Corn

53.9
85.5
59.3

68.4

I Soybeans I Wheat
r

Oats I Barley

%
79.9 87.6 73.3 95.0
91.5 99.4 98.7 99.1
83.0 98.2 89.6 99.9

85.5 95.4 88.4 98.1

A high relative error does not automatically imply that a ratio
estimate is of little or no value. This is often true if the
ratio estimate has a small value. For example, the ratio
estimate from the total land weighted estimator in North
Carolina was 7.6 percent with a relative error of 22.5 percent
and a standard error of 1.7 percent. Despite the high relative
error, the commodity statistician may find this ratio estimate
very useful since the standard error is small. Therefore,
some of the ratio estimates with high relative errors may still
be beneficial for estimating grain stocks. However, state-
level ratio estimates for some crops will continue to be of
little value despite the increases in precision anticipated
from weighted estimators. A multiple frame approach would be
needed for certain crops in order to obtain ratio estimates
that are useful at the state level.

Why were the estimates from the bin and bin capacity weighted
estimators not as precise as the other two weighted estimators?
Table 7 sheds light on this question. This table gives the
distribution of the bin weight for each state and the three
states combined. Notice that a considerable percentage of the
bin weights have a value of zero or one. Recall that when the
bin weight was undefined or missing the operational weight was
substituted. Since the operational weight had a value of one
on 17.5 percent of all reports, the bin weighted estimator
actually had more zero and one values as its weight than are
shown in Table 7. This kind of distribution for a wei~ht
yields weighted tract data that are quite variable because much
of the farm data is either weighted to zero or given its entire
farm value. If the weights are concentrated at zero and one,
a weighted estimator behaves somewhat like an open estimator,
which can be thought of as applying a weight of one to opera-
tions with headquarters in the segment and zero to operations
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with 1e"dquarters outside the segmelt. Therefore, the bin
weighl ,1(les not provide increasE's i1 precision nearly as large
as th(~ total land and cropland \-leights. The same is true for
the bin capacity weight which is ~pro or one whenever the bin
weigbt j:' zero or one.

Anoth~r problem with the bin and hi~ capacity weights is that
they ~erE' often undefined. This occurrence, in conjunction
with thl' unfavorable distributions ,-)f these weights when they
,vere defined, lead to the reconunE'[!lLltion to exclude the bin and
bin C;ll'iJ'- i l Y weighted estima tore; t r,-nn further consideration.

The r~lli,\ estimates from the toUll I,md and cropland weighted
estimat0rs were generally very similar. The ratio estimates
from the open estimator tended to h0 higher than the two
weight l'cI es t imators particularly j n North Carol ina and Ohio.
The Jj ffl'rence in the weighted and ')pen estimates may very well
be caused hy sampling variation and lor the imputation process.
HO\vC'Vlr, the possibility exists that the weighted ratio
estin';!! ('; Illay be biased. Plans an' underway to examine the
toted ]dlld and cropland weights in more detail during the 1982
JES.

In surnmarv, th~ weighted estima tur~e; based on total land and
~roP.1C1_~~1\,'-e~~ E1uch more precise _t_h~~~~_t}2.~,?ther threE~ estimators.
For 0l'cn estimates that are marginally precise, e.g. 10 percent
relative error, these weighted est inmtors should provide
preci~:l' '_'stimates.

Table 7--The distribution of the bin weigllt for each state.

State
Zero

Minn. 33.5
N.C. 19.8
Ohio 31.5

Three
States 27.9
Combined

5.4 17.4 27 .6 16.1
0.4 3.5 73.6 2.7
2.8 11. 7 44.1 9.9

2.8 10.n 49.5 9.2

--~----_ .._-
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CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

The refined imputation method is recommended over the zero
method that is currently used to impute for missing production
and stocks data from the JES. Although the ratio estimates
from these methods were generally similar, the refined method
has the potential ~f providing useful stocks estimates at a
multi-state level. Stocks estimates from the zero method are
of little value.

Weighted estimators based on total land and cropland provided
large gains in precision over the open estimator, bin weighted
estimator and bin capacity weighted estimator. Therefore, the
total land and cropland weighted estimators are preferred.
Neither weight will be recommended until additional research on
these weights during the 1982 JES is completed.

Analysis showed that imprecise state estimates will continue to
exist for certain crops despite the proposed improvements.
Estimates Division should either eliminate the crops and states
where the benefits are negligible for the state and multi-state
estimation program or implement a multiple frame approach to
improve the precision of these estimates.

The editing instructions for the survey statisticians were not
followed. There were 540 instances where a value was not
imputed when a single entry was missing. Therefore, a computer
edit check is needed to insure the proper use of the editing
instructions.

The recommended changes will result in additional burden to the
operational program, The major changes involve modifying the
summary system to handle the refined imputation method, comput-
ing variances based on replicates, and collecting grain stocks
data from all tract operations so that weighted estimates can
be calculated. The impact of the recommendations needs to be
assessed by Methods Staff.
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APPENDIX A The formulas for the refined imputation method will be
presented in this appendix. The refined method classifies
each nonrespondent for a crop as a positive, zero or unknown
nonrespondent for production and for stocks. A value is then
imputed for each missing entry based on respondents in the
same land use stratum and replicate who fall in the same
classification. Let x~'kl represent the missing stocks entry

th J th thof a crop for the t h farm operation in the k replicate, j
paper stratum and it land use stratum. Then

+
xi•k• if Xf.1kl is a positive nonrespondent

xfjkt 0 if xf.1kl is a zero nonrespondent

xi•k• if X~.1kl
is an unknown nonrespondent

where

-+x =i·k·

p,
1

I
.1=1
p,
1

I
.1=1

p.
1

I
.1=1

Pi
I

.1=1

p = the number of paper stratai
ei.1k

mi.1k
+

g"k1J

thin the i land use stratum,
th ,ththe expansion factor for the k replicate in the J

paper stratum and ith land use stratum,
the entire farm stocks data reported for a commodithfor the tth farm operation in the kth replicate, jt
paper stratum and ith land use stratum,

t + if the estimator is used,g"k open
1J
+ if the weighted estimator is used,f"k1J

{: g. 'k if the open estimator is used,
-1.1
f. 'k if the weighted estimator is used,

1J

the number of responding farm operations with head- th
quarters in the kth replicate, .1th paper stratum and i
land use stratum that were positive stocks respondents
for the crop,

15



+
f. 'k~J

g, 'k~J

f"k~J

tllp number of responding Lum operations with land in
the kth replicate, jth paper~tratum and ith land use
st (,ltum that were positive stocks respondents for the
crop,
the number of responding farm operations with head-
qUcHters in replicate k, jJclper stratum j and land use
stratum i,

the number of responding [,rm operations with land in
tile kth replicate, jth paper c;tratum and ith land use
stratum.

missirw pfoJuction entry for a cr()~.
terminnlllPY is that the g~'k and t"'l

' ~] 11 '

produc t i"l' respondents rather than pc'S Ltive stocks
for tilt' 'fUp.

respondents

The identical in fonl vlhen imputing for y~. '- 0'
~J !U.-

The only difference in
are based on positive

the
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APPENDIX B

SECTION K - GRAIN PRODUCTION, STOCKS AND SALES

1. Did you produce any of the following grains
in 1980?

2. Me you storing any of the foUowing grains
on the total acres you operate? (Include
grain from 1980 and ear/ier years including
grain for feed and seed.)

Enter
Code

YES· I
NO·2

Enter
Code

Y.ES"" I
NO ·2

• 0 CORN .. , •••...••..•....•..•

b. SORGHUM GRAIN ...•.......

c. OATS, old crop .

d. BARLEY. old crop ..........•.

e. SOYBEANS •••.••••.•.•...•

f. ALL WHEAT, old crop
including DURUM •.

170

171

172

173

1611

168

a. CORN ......•.•••..

b. SORGHUM GRAIN ..

c. OATS, old crop .

d. BARLEY. old crop •..

e. SOyBEANS ..••..••

f. ALL WHEAT, old crop
including DURUM ••

178

177

178

179

175

174

3. Now Iwould like to ask you about grain production and grain sold from the 1980 crop. Also, Ineed grain
stored in bins, cribs, and granaries on the total acres you operate from both 1980 and earher years' crops.
Do not include any grain you own which is stored in commercial facilities such as local elevators and terminals.

FOR THE 11180CROP ONLY

Z 3

CROP

56 lb.
•. CORN ..•.....•• lied bushels

66 lb. bu.
b. SORGHUM GRAIU .. or

Cwt.

c. OATS ,old crop ..... 32 lb. bu.

d. BARLEY. old crop .. 48 lb. bu.

How meny bushels
of the followlnggrelns
_re produced on
the totel IICr. you
opereted in 1980?
(Include land/ord'i
IMre)

584

588

592

596

Of the bushe's
peoduced in 1980
(Col. 1 I,how meny
bushels he•• be••.•
sold or will be
sold?

686

590

594

898

Of the 1980 crop
sold (Col. 2), how
meny bushels w••
sold directly to en·
other rench.r,
ferm.r or feedlot
operator?

587

591

595

599

4
FOR 1980 AND
EARLIER YEARS'
CROP
How m.ny bushels
of grein er. stored
on the totel .cr.
you operet.?
(Include grain for
l4Ie, for fud, and
for Iud. Exclude
6'fJin in com~rcial
lIo"'lle.)

!illS

589

593

597

•• SOYBEANS •.•.... 80 lb. bu.
f. All WHEAT, old crop

including DURUM .. eo lb. bu.

!ilI2

580

683

581

4. How many permanent bins (excluding commercial
bt7ll) that are used lolely to store grain are
located (include bim now empty)

5. What is the total capacity of these &rain
Itorage bins (excluding commercial bim)

Column A
On Total AcI'8l

0pent8d

1"'
1"'

Column B
on Tract Acr.

11_185_
I 1

'87
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APPENDIX C The formulas at the state level for the area frame estimate
of the ratio of stocks to productio~ for a given crop will be
presented in this appendix for each of the five estimators.

(1) OPEN ESTIMATOR:
The state estimate of total stocks can be expressed as:

s p, r. , s p. r, .1 1J 1 1J
Xl 1:: L L xijk !: L eijkxijk'i=l j=l k=l i=l j=l k=l

where

x .. k1J

e .. k1]

r ..
1J

p.
1

s

the expanded data for stncks in the kth replicate,
jth paper stratum and ith land use stratum,
the expansion factor for the kth replicate, jth
paper stratum and ith land use stratum,

h b f 1 1 ' . h .tht e num er a sam~ e rep 1cates 1n t e J paper
stratum in the it land l.se stratum. In most states,
r,. = r.,
1J 1

the number of paper strata in the ith land use
stratum,
the numher of land use strata in the state,

o if 0gijk = ,

the number of farm operations with headquarters in
replicate k, paper stratllmj and land use stratum i,
and

X. 'f.1]~.

g .. k1J

g"k1.J
L

t=l
> 0,

the stocks on the entire farm for a given commoditthfor the tth farm operation in the kt replicate, j
paper stratum and ith land use stratum.

The estimated variance of Xl expressed in terms of variability
among sample replicates in a land ase stratum can be very
closely approximated by:

s r. ri •. 2
V (Xl) 1 (x. k -

-
L r.-l L x. ) ,

i=l k=l l' • 1••
1

18



= r ij ,

Pi
L:

j=l

where r.~

x.~..

i h d d 1 f h kth l'xijk s t e exgan e tota or t e rep ~cate
in the it land use stratum,

xi·k is the average expanded replicate total for
ri the ith land use stratum,

s and Pi are as previously defined.

The formula for the variance estimate is not an equality
because the last paper stratum in each land use stratum often
has a slightly different number of segments in the population.
However, this difference is expected to have a negligible
effect. The finite population correction factor is not
included in the variance estimate because the sampling rates
are very small within land use strata.

The state estimate of total production and the estimated
variance of this estimate are identical in form to the formulas
used for stocks. Using the label, Yl, to denote production,
it follows that:

s p. r .. s p. r ..~ ~J ~ ~J
Yl L: L: L: Yijk L: L: L: eijkYijki=l j=l k=l i=l j=l k=l

and
r.~ ~ )2 .s r.

V(Yl) 1 L: (Yi•k - Y i••L: r.-l k=li=l 1

Finally, the estimate of interest, that is, the ratio of stocks
to production using the open estimator is given by:

The estimated variance of Rl is:

1 ~2 ~ ~
V(Rl) ~2 [V(Xl) + Rl V(Yl) - 2RlCov (Xl,Yl)},

Yl

19



where

s r,
L: ~r.-li=l ~

r.
1

L: (X"kk=l 1
~

- Xi")(Yi"k - ~i"')'

(2) J_O_T_A_L_LAN_DWEIGHTED ESTH1ATOR:

The sample estimate of the ratio of stocks to production, that
is, R2, is given by:

where,

X
2

Y"
L.

s p. rij1
L L: L: eijkXijk'i=l j=l k=l
s P. r ..1 1J
L L: L: eijkYijk'i=l j=l k=l

f. 'k1J
L: aijU XijU if f, 'k , 0,

f=l 1J

n if f, 'k 0,1J
f. 'k~J
I aijU y. ·u if f, 'k > 0,

t=l 1J 1J

0 if f. 'k = 01J
s, p" r .., e1'J'k'X"1-0 and Y",.o are as previously defined,1 1J 1JKA- 1.1t<v{ ..

f, 'k the number of farm operations with land in the kth
~J . th hreplicate, j paper stratum and it land use stratum,

a, 'ki the weight for the eth farm operatign in the kth
1J. replicate, jth paper strntum and it land use stratum.

This weight is the ratio of the total acres in the
tract to the total acres in the entire farm.

20



The estimated variance of R2 is:

where the variance and covariance terms follow the same
notation used for the open estimator.

(3) CROPLAND WEIGHTED ESTIMATOR:
The sample estimate of the ratio of stocks to production is:

where

s Pi r ..1J
X3 l: l: l: eijkxijk'i=l j=l k=l

s p. r. ,1 1J
Y3 l: l: l: eij kY ijk'i=l j=l k=l

f"k1J
l: bijU Xijk1 if f, 'k > 0,xijk £.=1 1J

0 if f. 'k 0,1J
f"k1J

l: b"U y"U if f"k > 0,
Y"k £.=1 1J 1J 1J1J

0 if f"k = 0,1J

booktr cijkt if cijkt is defined,
1J = aij1d if cijkt is not defined,

the ratio of the tract cropland acres to the entire
farm cropland acrfis for the £.th farm operation in the
kth replicate, jt paper stratum and ith land use
stratum. If the entire farm cropland acreage is zero,
C"'_0 is undefined.

1J M..

s, Pi' rij, eijk, fijk, aijkt, xijkt and YijU are as pre-
viously defined.
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The V(R1) can be expressed as:

where the variance and covariance terms use the same notation
as the previous estimators.

(4) BIN HEIGHTED ESTIMATOR:
The formulas for this estimator arC' identical to the cropland
weighted estimator except that h,. kl' is defined differently.

11 ,{
That lS,

dijkt if dij kt is defined,

aijkt if d. 'kt is noL ciefined.
1J

where

a, 'kf is as previously defined, and
I] '

d, 'k'"I 1 'l
the ratio of the number of permanent grain storage
bins in the tract to the number in the entire farm
for the lth farm operation in the kth replicate,
jth paper stratum and it:h land use stratum.

(5) BIN CAPACITY WEIGHTED _E_S'_rI_MA_~~B:
This estimator also differs from the cropland weighted
estimator only in the definition a" b, ".l" The definition is:

1]~_

r h, 'kt if h ijk£ is de fin ed ,
bi jkt

1J

if h, 'kt is not defined,aijkt 1]

where

a, 'k? is defined as before, andI] _

h
ijkt

the ratio of the storage capacity of the permanent
Erain bins in the tract to the entire farm for the
tth farm operation in the kth replicate, jth paper
stratum and ith land use stratum .

. i uH ..Rt'lMEST PRll'lTlNL un 1el.: 1'11:2-36U-93 I: SR;:;-506
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